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Abstract. Coordinate structures are linguistic structures consisting of
two or more conjuncts, which usually compose into larger constituent
as a whole unit. However, the boundary of each conjunct is difficult to
identify, which makes it difficult to parse the whole coordinate and larger
structures. In labeled data, such as the Penn Chinese Tree Bank (CTB),
coordinate structures are not labeled explicitly, which makes solving the
problem more complicated. In this paper, we treat resolving coordinate
structures as an independent sub-problem of parsing. We first define
coordinate structures explicitly and design rules to extract the coordi-
nate structures from labeled CTB data. Then a specifically designed
grammar is proposed for automatic parsing of coordinate structures. We
propose two groups of new features to better model coordinate struc-
tures in a shift-reduce parsing framework. Our approach can achieve a
15% improvement in F-1 score on resolving coordinate structures.

Keywords: Coordinate structure · Grammar · Shift-reduce · Phrase
similarity

1 Introduction

Over the past decades, the Chinese constituent parsing task has been rapidly
improved. However, there are still several structures that can not be parsed
correctly. One of the most difficult structures is the coordinate structure. Kum-
merfeld et al.[4] showed that the coordinate structures cause 10% of the total
errors in Chinese parsing. So, resolving the coordinate structures is critical for
improving the performance of Chinese parsing.

In linguistics, a coordinate structure is a complex, frequently occurring type of
syntactic structure which links together two or more elements, known as conjuncts
or conjoins. Identifying these conjuncts may need high order information from
other conjuncts, which may highly increase the complexity of a parsing system.

In this paper, we resolve coordinate structures by separating this task from
the overall parsing process to make it an independent sub-task. To investigate
the problem independently, there are some problems to be solved. First of all, the
commonly used syntactic human labeled data (Penn Chinese Tree Bank1 (CTB))
1 http://www.cis.upenn.edu/∼chinese/
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does not contain explicit label information for coordinate structures. So there
is no explicitly labeled data for training. Secondly, coordinate structures have
various numbers of conjuncts and may be nested which makes searching and
modeling not trivial.

We analyze possible cases of coordinate structures from both the tree bank
data and the CTB label guidance and derive three extraction rules to manually
convert a CTB style constituent tree to another tree style which can describe
coordinate structures (Section 3). We propose to adapt a context free grammar
from Hara [3] to describe multi-conjuncts or nested coordinate structures. Then,
we propose two groups of features to model the validity of a single conjunct and
similarity between conjuncts, respectively. The proposed grammar and features
could be easily integrated into a standard shift-reduce parser to perform efficient
search (Section 4).

Experiments are conducted on CTB to verify our proposed solutions
(Section 5). The results show that our proposed grammar and features could
improve the F1 score of coordinate structures by 15%.

2 Related Work

There have been several researches about coordinate structures in English and
other languages. Popel et al. [9] discussed the different representations of coordi-
nate structures in different formats and different languages (not including Chi-
nese).

Hara et al. [3] used a grammar to construct a coordination tree and used edit
graphs to evaluate the similarity among the possible conjuncts. They did not
evaluate the validity of each single conjunct. They used a simple chart parsing
algorithm to generate the possible coordination trees, which searches a significant
large number of wrong coordinations.

Ogren [8] introduced language model as the main feature into the detection
task. Although language model probabilities could give a implicit and rough indi-
cation of structural similarity among conjuncts, it is not sufficient to determine
a valid coordinate structure.

Maier and Kübler [5] focused on classifying the punctuations as whether it is
the separator of a coordinate structure or not. But no experiments are presented
about the identification of coordinate structures in the paper.

3 Coordinate Structure in Chinese

CTB does not label coordinate structures in an explicit way, which gives no
explicit target for the identification task. Our first step is to extract correct
coordinate structures from labeled trees.

According to the definition of coordinate structures from the bracketing guid-
lines of CTB [10], the coordinate structures are divided into 3 different levels:
Word Level, Phrase Level and Clause Level. In these three levels of coor-
dinate structure, the Clause Level is much more complicated than the other
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Table 1. Notions of symbols

two levels and requires sentence level information to resolve. So at present, we
do not consider the clause level in this paper.

For the other two levels, we design 3 rules to extract different coordinate
structures from the CTB trees. For simplicity, we first define some notions, which
are used in the this section (Table 1). The extracting rules are listed as follows:

– Rule 1: Extract subtree structures of the following form:
conjunct {PU conjunct} PU conjunct[ETC]

– Rule 2: Extract subtree structures of the following form:
conjunct {PU conjunct} [PU] CC conjunct [ETC]

– Rule 3: Extract subtree structures whose children are leaf nodes with the
same POS labels, or node with the POS labels CC or PU.

In these rules, content in [•] can only appear zero or once; content in {•}
can appear zero or more times. Rule 2 handles a special case in Chinese which
is showed in Figure 1. Examples of other rules are also showed in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Examples of 3 different rules

4 Learning to Resolve Coordinate Structures

In this section, we present our methods to resolve coordinate structures. We
separate the identification of coordinate structures from the parsing process to
be an independent sub-problem. So complex and higher order features could be
used in the process.

The general framework is a shift-reduce parsing framework with a perceptron
learner [1]. We propose a grammar specifically designed for Chinese coordinate
structures (Section 4.1). We propose features to evaluate the validity of a con-
junct and the similarity between conjuncts (Section 4.2).
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4.1 Grammar of Chinese Coordinate Structures

Hara [3] proposed a grammar for English coordinate structures. We modify it to
adjust the specialty of Chinese. We call a parse tree of this grammar a coordi-
nation tree.

Our grammar, which can cover both nested and flat cases of coordinate struc-
tures, is composed of non-terminals (Table 2(a)) and productions (Table 2(b)).

Table 2. Grammar tables

Non-terminals. In Table 2(a). CC represents coordination words. COORD
represents a complete coordinate structure and COORDX represents a partially
coordinate structure need to be completed. N represents all inner nodes except
for COORDX, COORD, CC and CJT.

Production Rules. In these production rules, the two productions of COORDX
are the core productions in this grammar. These two productions are used to
describe both nested and flat cases of coordinate structures. An example of a
coordination tree is illustrated in the Figure 2.

4.2 New Features

In this section, we focus on the new features that can model coordinate
structures. We split these new features into two different groups: struc-
tural/semantic similarity and conjunct validity . According to our exper-
iment results, only similarity related features between two spans is not strong
enough to decide if these two spans should be conjuncted. An important source
of errors is the wrong identification of a single conjunct. So, we use the conjunct
validity to evaluate if the given span is a valid span. A valid span means this
span can constitute a syntax node in the CTB tree.

There are two different information sources for the new features. First,
inspired by the recent success of the distributed word representation in many
NLP tasks, we use word embeddings to describe the semantic similarity and
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Fig. 2. Example of coordination tree

structural similarity. Another information source is statistical results from CTB
data, we use this information to evaluate the validity of conjunct.

We define some notions as follows (wi represent the i-th word):

– S is a sentence in the form: w1w2 · · ·wi · · ·wj CC wk · · ·wt · · ·wn

– wi · · ·wj is the first conjunct of S
– wk · · ·wt is the second conjunct of S

Similarity. As usual word embeddings, we represent each word as d -
dimensional vector ei ∈ Rd and use the cosine value of two words to describe
the similarity between the two words. For two given spans, we calculate the
semantic similarities in two perceptive: (i) the average word similarity of the
two spans based on different alignments which can be left-most and right-most;
(ii) word similarity between the span and context of the two spans. Context of a
span is the adjacent words of the span. As an example, the left-most alignment
feature is calculated as follows:

sim align(ei,j , et,k) = average
i≤q≤j
k+q≤t

(cos(eq, ek+q)) (1)

where cos is the cosine function to calculate the cosine value of two vectors;
average is the average function to calculate mean value.

For structural similarity, the features are almost the same, except that
POS tags are used to replace the words.

Conjunct Validity. Another aspect of information that describes coordinate
structures is the validity of a single conjunct. We use statistical probability tables
calculated from the CTB tree bank to evaluate this conjunct validity. The base
idea is calculating the conditional probability from the spans extracted from CTB
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trees. We use different probability tables which condition on words from the pre-
vious, current or next span, respectively. For example, Pleft coherence(wi+1|wi)
represents the conditional probability of wi+1 conditioned on wi which is in the
same span of wi+1, while Pleft split(wi|wi−1) represents the conditional proba-
bility of wi conditioned on wi−1 which is in the previous spans of wi.

Complete list of semantic similarity and conjunct validity features are
listed in Table 3. For simplicity, we do not list the structural similarity features
which use POS tag embeddings instead of word embeddings for calculation.

Table 3. Feature templates

semantic similarity conjunct validity

left CJT
sim align(ei,j , ek,k+j−i+1);
cos(ei, ek);cos(ei, ei−1);
cos(ei−1, ei)− cos(ei−1, ek);

Pleft coherence(wi+1|wi);
Pleft split(wi|wi−1);
Pleft boundary(wi);

right CJT

sim align(ei,t−k+1, ek,t);
sim align(ej−(k−t+1),j , ek,t);
cos(ej , et);cos(et, et+1);
cos(ej , et+1)− cos(et, et+1);

Pright coherence(wk|wk−1);
Pright split(wk+1|wk);
Pright boundary(wk);

COORD
cos(averge(ei,j), averge(et,k));
bool(wi,j == wt,k);

Pcond(wi,j |wi−1, wt+1);
Pcond(wk,t|wi−1, wt+1);

5 Experiments

We conduct our experiments on Penn Chinese Tree Bank (CTB 5.1) 2 data sets
and adapt the same training-test split as described in Zhang and Clark[11]. The
embeddings of words and POS tags are trained on data set composed of Chinese
gigaword[2] and CTB data using word2vec tools [6]. An in-house implemented
Shift-Reduce parser is used as the baseline parser in out experiments.

5.1 Extraction of Coordinate Structures

We apply the three rules (Section 3) to all CTB trees to get well defined coor-
dinate structures, which serve as the learning targets. Among all 18,776 sen-
tences, there are 5,830 sentences which has at least one coordinate structure.
The total number of coordinate structures is 8,255, suggesting that a large por-
tion of sentences have multiple coordinate structures. These multiple structures
in one sentence may increase the difficulty of resolving coordinate structures.
The numbers of coordinate structure with different syntactic tags are showed
in the Table 4. As we can see, most of the coordinate structures are under the
tag NP, VP and QP. Considering the difficulty of resolving tag NP and VP [4],
resolving the coordinate structures under NP and VP is much more difficult.
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Table 4. Syntax tags distribution of coordinate structures

VCD ADJP UCP ADVP VP CLP PP DNP QP LCP NP IP CP

2 50 5 21 1054 2 13 2 216 10 6880 0 0

Table 5. Experiments results

(a) The different results of sentences with
and without coordinate structure

all test
with

coordinate
structure

without
coordinate
structure

Recall 0.7880 0.7849 0.7919
Precision 0.8437 0.8321 0.8585
F-measure 0.8149 0.8078 0.8239

(b) Coordination tree result

Recall Precision F-measure

baseline 0.6339 0.6418 0.6378

new features 0.6717 0.6730 0.6723

basic features 0.6683 0.6708 0.6696

basic + new
featrues

0.7775 0.7836 0.7805

5.2 Effects on the Parsing Process

There are no previous experimental results that demonstrate the influence of
Chinese coordinate structures3. After we get the well defined coordinate struc-
tures, we conduct two experiments to check out the real influence of Chinese
coordinate structures on the parsing process. Firstly, we separated the CTB test
data into two parts, each sentence of the first part has at least one coordinate
structure while the sentences of the second part have no coordinate structures
at all. Then, we parse and score the two parts separately using the same training
data set and the results are showed in the Table 5(a). As we can see, the sen-
tences without coordinate structures get 1.6% higher score in F-measure than the
sentences with coordinate structures, which proves coordinate structures have
great effect on the overall parsing task.

Secondly, we apply the same extracting rules(Section3) to the output result
of our baseline parser to check out how many coordinate structures can be parsed
correctly by traditional parsers. This parser achieved 63% recall and 64% preci-
sion. This result tells us that the state-of-art parser can only parse about 63%
coordinate structures correctly. We use this result as our baseline results in the
following experiments.

5.3 Resolving Coordinate Structures

Scoring methods of coordination tree is similar to the traditional scoring methods
in parsing. But in this coordination tree, we only score the spans of the node
COORD and do not count other spans which is not related to the coordinate
structures. We trained coordinate tree with a perceptron learner on different
2 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2005T01
3 Ng and Curran[7] has showed the influence of coordinate structures on dependency

parsing.
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features set. Base features means the traditional feature template described in
Zhang and Clark[12]. New features means the features we discussed in this paper.
We also conduct an experiment on the combination of these two feature sets.

As showed in the Table 5(b), using base features and new features separately
can only achieve a little improvement. While when we combine these features, we
can achieve 15% improvement in F-measure. This indicates that some coordinate
structures can simply be remembered (base features) by the model while other
coordinate structures need more information (new features) to resolve.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we discuss the problem of coordinate structures in Chinese con-
stituent parsing. We separate the problem of identifying the coordinate structure
from parsing task. We present how to extract coordinate structures from CTB
style trees according to their definitions. Then we presented a framework to solve
the identification problem, which includes a specifically designed grammar and
newly designed features. Our new features focusing on evaluating coordinate
structures include two different groups: similarity between conjuncts and
conjunct validity .

Experiment results show these new features have advantages on modeling
coordinate structures. With these features and the grammar, we achieved 15%
improvements on detecting coordinate structures.
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